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Dear Paul,

 

The purpose of the Bulletin is to inform members of current activities, events and operational matters only. The general
intention is for the body of the Bulletin to be brief. 

 

50th ANNIVERSARY POSTPONEMENT

Regrettably the COVID-19 situation has created too much uncertainty around the 50th Anniversary.  The Anniversary was
planned for November this year.  The event is now postponed until the 13 and 14 November 2021.  

A lot of work has gone into planning and organising this event and the decision to postpone was not taken lightly.

The Committee will continue to review the COVID-19 situation and if in Autumn 2021 the COVID-19 situation is not
clearly resolved then further decisions will need to be made on how to conduct the 50th.

 

WORK PARTIES
Attention Caretakers  - NPWS Volunteer Information Portal (VIP)

A further reminder to all KHA caretakers and other members who wish to attend work parties that you must register on
the NPWS Volunteer Information Portal (VIP). This is because KHA members are now covered under NPWS Volunteers
Insurance whilst at a work party.  Please go to Registration portal here: Volunteer work: Historic huts restoration NSW
National Parks and click on JOIN UP. 

Currently there are a number of caretakers and their groups in KNP who have not yet registered. Please be aware that only
those caretakers and members  registered on the VIP will be able to attend work parties when the COVID-19 restrictions
are eased so please register as soon as possible if you haven't done so already.

Please contact Gaylene Harris, NPWS Volunteer Relations on 0417 453117 if you need any assistance with the
registration process.  If you are not sure whether you are registered or not please contact Pip Brown,
email: membership@khuts.org

KNP Tantangara

Contact Peter Charker, HMO Tantangara, hmotantangara@khuts.org (mob 0449 663 769) for any  enquiries.

KNP Jagungal

Contact Simon Plum, HMO Jagungal, hmojagungal@khuts.org (mob 0415 159 910) for any enquiries.
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KNP Snowy

Contact Marion Plum, HMO Snowy, hmosnowy@khuts.org or (mob 0411 407 441) for any enquiries. 

Namadgi

Contact Jean Hammond, HMO Namadgi, hmonamadgi@khuts.org (mob 0413 372 476) for any enquiries.

 

UPCOMING EVENTS
Special General Meeting

KHA had intended to hold a face-to-face SGM as a follow on to the online AGM.  This will now not occur, because of
COVID.  However there remain items that the Committee would like to discuss with the general membership and so an
SGM via Zoom will be organised over the next few months. 

Small Group Training

We will be introducing a series of small group training events  to compensate for the fact we can't hold large events and to
address the skills needed to support reconstructions and major restorations.

 

OTHER INFORMATION
Post Fire Reconstructions - NSW

The initial stage of NPWS engagement with the KHA Committee on a way forward has been completed and NPWS are
now into the detailed engagement phase with the Caretakers of damaged huts.  NPWS surveys have been sent to
caretakers (through HMOs) as part of this process.  Thank you to those who promptly returned them.

At 3pm on Thu 13 Aug, NPWS will hold an online meeting with the caretakers of affected huts and the KHA bushfire
reconstruction sub-committee.  If you are a caretaker who has not been contacted about this then please
contact bushfire.reconstructions@khuts.org ASAP

Post Fire Reconstructions - ACT

The KHA Committee has engaged the ACT Government through post fire forums and through both community
engagement and heritage consultants.  The President, HMO Support, HMO Namadgi, caretakers, descendants of the hut
builders, and hut users have consistently represented the view that the huts should be reconstructed like for like.  Verbal
representation has been made to the Minister.  There is not much more we can do so we need your help.

The ACT PCS position is different to this. ACT PCS preference is not to rebuild but to install interpretative type
facilities.  It is not clear what this means.

If you support rebuilding the huts in their original form then please write to the minister: by
visiting https://www.contactmyminister.act.gov.au/ or emailing gentleman@act.gov.au or sending a letter to: Mick
Gentleman, Minister for the Environment and Heritage, ACT Government, GPO Box 1020, Canberra, ACT 2601.

Do you want to help out with reconstructions?

If yes, then please ensure you have a whitecard and that you have registered on the NPWS Volunteer Information Portal or
the ACT Parkcare Hub, as appropriate.  If you don't have a whitecard KHA will reimburse you for obtaining one from you
local provider (e.g. TAFE). 

Membership Renewals 
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Just a further reminder that membership renewals were due on 1 July 2020.

Many thanks to all members who have now renewed their memberships. A final reminder email has recently been sent to
those who have not yet renewed their membership.

If you are not sure if you are financial or not please email Pip Brown membership@khuts.org. 

KHA Website

Members are reminded that you can access useful information on the KHA website by logging in and going to
the Members Area.

The KHA Annual Budget 2020-21 has been approved by the Committee. All members can access the budget in the
Members Area:

Admin > Finances 
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